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V. 510(K) SUMMARY

ColBar LifeScience Ltd.'s Ossix'M-Plus

Submitter's Name, Address, Telephone Number, Contact Person
and Date Prepared

ColBar LifeScience Ltd.
9 Hamenofim St.
P.O. Box 12206,
Herzliya, 46733, Israel

Tel: 972-9-9718666
Fax: 972-9-9718667

Contact Person: Orit Tal-Shmayovits, Director of Regulatory Affairs

Date Prepared: November 21, 2005

Name of Device and Name/Address of Sponsor

OssixTM Plus

ColBar LifeScience Ltd.
9 Hamenofim St.
P.O. Box 12206,
Herzliya, 46733, Israel

Common or Usual Name

Resorbable dental barrier membrane, animal source

Classification Name

N/A, unclassified device

Predicate Devices
ColBar LifeScience Ltd. - Bio-Bar
Geistlich Pharma's Bio-Gide Resorbable Bilayer Membrane
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Intended Use / Indications for Use

Ossix'"'-Plus biodegradable col ago n meimhl'aneo is intended for use

during the process of guided bI)e reg-eolration (GI1RI) and guided tissuo
regeneration (GTR) as a biode gradable harrier for:

• Ridge augmentation for later implant insertions.
* Simultaneous ridge augmentation and implant insertions.

* Ridge augmentation around implants inserted in delayed extraction sites.
* Ridge augmentation around implants inserted in immediate extraction

sites.
· Alveolar ridge preservation consequent to tooth (teeth) extraction(s).
* Over the window in lateral window sinus elevation procedures.
· In implants with vertical bone loss due to infection, only in cases where

satisfactory debridment and implant surface disinfection can be achieved.
· In intra bony defects around teeth
* For treatment of recession defects, together with coronally positioned flap

* In furcation defects in multi rooted teeth

Technological Characteristics

Ossix-Plus is a resorbable dental membrane made from ribose cross-linked
porcine collagen. The membrane provides a barrier that guides bone
regeneration, segregates tissue layers, or supports periodontal tissue

regeneration. Barrier membranes are placed over bony or periodontal defects

to prevent the population by cells from the gingival connective tissue and

epithelium. This segregation of tissues by the membrane creates a cavity
into which bone forming cells migrate and leads to new bone formation, as

well as allowing cementum with inserting periodontal fibers to reform on

exposed roots. The regeneration of lost periodontal structures (bone,

periodontal ligament, and connective tissue attachment) around teeth is
known as guided tissue regeneration ("GTR").

Because Ossix-Plus is a collagen membrane of animal origin, the device
resorbs over time (within approximately 8 months based on animal model
data). A second surgical procedure to remove the membrane is not required.
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Performance Data

To assess the performance of Ossix-Plns, ColBar conducted animal model
alveolar deflect testing. The conducted tests demonstrated that Ossix-Plus
functions as a resorbable barrier membrane in guided bone regeneration.
Oral applications, including:

* Ridge augmentation for later implant insertions.
* Simultaneous ridge augmentation and implants insertions.;
* Ridge augmentation around implants inserted in delayed extraction sites.
* Ridge augmentation around implantsr inserted in immediate. extraction

sites.
* Alveolar ridge preservation consequent to tooth (teeth) extraction(s).
* Over the window in lateral window sinus elevation procedures.
* In implants with. vertical bone loss due to infection, only' in eases where

satisfactory debridnient and implant surface disinfection can be. achieved.

Substantial Equivalence

Ossix-Plus is as safe and effective as the OSSiXTm and Bio-Gide. The Ossix-
Plus has the same intended uses and similar indications, technological
characteristics, and principles of operation as its predicate devices. The
minor technological differences between the Ossix-Plus and its predicate
devices raise no new issues of safety or effectiveness. Performance data
demonstrate that the Ossix-Plus is as safe and effective as predicate devices.
Thus, Ossix-Plus is substantially equivalent.
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IV. INDICATIONS FOR USE STATEMENT

510(k) Number (if known):_

Device Name: OssixIm-Plus

Indications for Use:

OssixTM-PLUS biodegradable collagen membrane is intended for use during the
process of guided bone regeneration (GBR) and guided tissue regeneration (GTR) as
a biodegradable barrier for:

* Ridge augmentation for later implant insertions.
· Simultaneous ridge augmentation and implant insertions.
• Ridge augmentation around implants inserted in delayed extraction sites.
· Ridge augmentation around implants inserted in immediate extraction

sites.
* Alveolar ridge preservation consequent to tooth (teeth) extraction(s).
* Over the window in lateral window sinus elevation procedures.
* In implants with vertical bone loss due to infection, only in cases where

satisfactory debridment and implant surface disinfection can be achieved.
* In intra bony defects around teeth
* For treatment of recession defects, together with coronally positioned flap
* In furcation defects in multi rooted teeth

Prescription Use X AND/OR Over-The-Counter Use
(Part 21 C.F.R. 801 Subpart D)) (21 C.F.R. 807 Subpart C)

(PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE -- CONTINUE ON ANOTHER
PAGE IF NEEDED)

Concurrence of CDRH, Office of Device Evaluation (ODE)
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